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Abstract: The web and its recent advancements represent a great opportunity to build universal,1

rich, multi-user and immersive Web3D/WebXR applications targeting Cultural Heritage field -2

including 3D presenters, inspection tools, applied VR games, collaborative teaching tools and3

much more. Such opportunity although, introduces additional challenges besides common issues4

and limitations typically encountered in this context. The "ideal" Web3D application should be5

able to reach every device, automatically adapting its interface, rendering and interaction models6

- resulting in a single, liquid product that can be consumed on mobile devices, PCs, Museum7

kiosks and immersive AR/VR devices, without any installation required for final users. The8

open-source ATON framework is the result of research and development activities carried out9

during the last 5 years through national and international projects: it is designed around modern10

and robust web standards, open specifications and large open-source ecosystems. This paper11

describes the framework architecture and its components, assessed and validated through different12

case studies. ATON offers institutions, researchers, professionals a scalable, flexible and modular13

solution to craft and deploy liquid web-applications, providing novel and advanced features14

targeting Cultural Heritage field in terms of 3D presentation, annotation, immersive interaction15

and real-time collaboration.16

Keywords: Web3D; WebXR; Immersive VR; collaborative interaction; Semantic 3D; 3D Modelling;17

Heritage Science18

1. Introduction19

The presentation and dissemination of interactive 3D content on desktop and mobile20

web browsers has undergone great advancements during the last few years. This is due to21

several factors, including: a) improvement of browsers Web3D capabilities; b) browsers22

integration with devices built-in hardware (webcam, microphones, GPS, compass, etc.);23

c) adoption of modern standards (e.g. WebXR); d) introduction and standardization of 3D24

formats tailored to interactive web presentation (e.g. glTF). Web browsers are available25

on virtually all computing devices, thus users can access interactive applications (web-26

apps) from any device, anywhere, as long as internet (or local network) connection is27

present. Web applications are also becoming very appealing for the mobile world and28

especially the Cultural Heritage field (e.g. Museums, Institutions, etc...), due to users29

not being forced to install any third-party software from stores, nor require additional30

components to inspect a 3D model or interact with immersive AR/VR experiences.31

The web represents a great opportunity to build cross-device web-apps, although32

such opportunity introduces additional challenges related not only to the creation of33

responsive user interfaces (UIs), but also to the automatic and seamless adaptation of34

the application to the device. The "ideal" web-application should be able to reach every35

device, automatically adapting its interface and interaction model, thus resulting in a36

single, liquid product that can be consumed on mobile devices (smartphones, tablets),37
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PC, museum kiosks and immersive VR devices (HMDs). Under this light, there is also a38

growing need for something more exciting than viewers for mere inspection of 3D objects39

through a web browser: there is an interest in tools for crafting online Web3D/WebXR40

experiences, applied 3D games, teaching tools and also collaborative web platforms (like41

Mozilla Hubs) tailored to CH needs and requirements.42

It is not unusual to visit museums or archaeological sites that offer technological43

solutions in the form of mobile applications to augment or enrich the visitors’ experience44

using their own devices. In order to consume such interactive experiences, generally45

visitors have to install applications or third-party software on their smartphones/tablets.46

From a developer perspective, stores (e.g.: Apple store, Google Play, etc.) have precise47

guidelines and review processes that sometimes can be fairly complex or result in48

prolonged acceptance times, especially regarding immersive VR applications. Another49

challenge for developers arises from traditional application development, where the re-50

use of code between native solution, web-application and immersive VR solution is very51

poor, thus leading to the multiplication of effort. Regarding cross-device applications,52

from a design standpoint several challenges arise not only related to the responsiveness53

of the application (different screen sizes require adaptable user interfaces) but also to54

the interaction model adopted. For instance exploring/inspecting a 3D scene through55

a multi-touch device and through an HMD (immersive VR) require radically different56

interaction models [1]. This generally leads to the development of different products for57

different devices, thus creating - once again - fragmentation. Main challenges usually58

identified in literature within potentially complex 3D scenes consumed on the web59

include: a) network traffic; b) web-app memory footprint; c) rendering performance.60

Immersive computing introduces additional demands and performance requirements61

for low-latency communication in order to deliver a consistent, smooth and acceptable62

experience. These have to be taken into strong consideration, especially within the63

limited resources available on mobile web browsers, compared to desktop counterparts.64

A big challenge is represented by 3D formats suitable for the web, taking into65

account state of the art challenges largely addressed in common literature, but also66

production pipelines of content creators. Which 3D formats should I use to publish my67

CH objects on the web, while maintaining extensibility and interoperability on the long68

run with other software tools? Is there a common standard?69

Finally, from a deployment perspective, a common challenge for CH stakeholders70

who intend to disseminate their 3D content on the web is represented by scale (from71

small servers up to large infrastructures). Which ecosystems should we embrace that72

provide the necessary building blocks for creating scalable network applications and73

services to efficiently serve 3D content? Are there best practices in terms of design to74

maximize hardware at our disposal?75

The aim of this paper is to present the ATON framework and its components, in-76

cluding novel features and tools available to institutions, museums, researchers and77

professionals to craft and deploy rich, universal, liquid Web3D applications targeting78

Cultural Heritage. The next section will describe the state of the art related to web79

technologies and modern open standards/specifications for 3D presentation and collab-80

oration on the web. The central section (3) will describe the ATON framework and its81

components. The section 4 will describe experiments and results carried out on selected82

case studies to assess specific components of the framework, followed by a discussion83

section (5).84

2. Related Work85

Web browsers are becoming more and more integrated with devices’ hardware.86

There is already a vast literature on interactive presentation of 3D content using WebGL -87

a JavaScript API for rendering high-performance interactive 3D and 2D graphics without88

the use of plug-ins [2]. However, a web page today can also obtain access to different89

hardware and sensors, on a variety of devices [3], allowing to create and deliver rich90
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web-based experiences that go beyond the mere 3D presentation, without requiring any91

additional software for final users. A web-application can access camera and microphone92

for instance, access user location (geolocation API), device orientation and position93

(landscape/portrait). A web-app can detect network type and speed, battery status and94

available memory, as well as preventing mobile device screen to standby (wake lock95

API). WebRTC [4] introduced an API that gives browsers the ability to communicate in96

real-time, to stream video, voice and generic data between peers. A few web browsers97

also already provide support for speech recognition and synthesis, through the Web98

Speech API1. All these integrations can be exploited to craft web-based, interactive CH99

applications that can be consumed by final users just by opening an URL on their devices.100

Recent literature is also investigating privacy concerns [5] of HTML5 web-applications.101

Indeed, depending on the hardware/sensor accessed, specific features require A) a102

secure connection (certified domain) - for instance accessing built-in microphone or103

camera; and B) user consent.104

Immersive VR and AR on the Web - The introduction of the first WebVR open105

specification [6] allowed developers and designers to create seamless immersive realities106

in common web browsers using consumer-level 3-DoF and 6-Dof HMDs. Because of its107

inherent openness and accessibility, the web represents a great opportunity to enable108

universal access to immersive VR experiences, without requiring additional software.109

The specification played a big role in democratizing immersive VR by allowing larger110

audiences to experience 3D content through low-cost (e.g. cardboards) or high-end111

headsets (HTC Vive, Oculus Rift, Oculus Quest, etc.) directly from a web page.112

The open specification evolved into WebXR2 [7],[8]: it aims to unify VR and AR113

(Augmented Reality) worlds, supporting a wide range of user inputs (e.g. voice, gestures)114

enabling users to navigate and interact with virtual spaces over the web [9],[10]. WebXR115

allows entirely new, gripping experiences to be built for the web, and it is also fueling116

content creators who need to test and deploy immersive VR content on the web. WebXR117

is also being exploited for creative narratives in CH through immersive AR experiences118

[11] or toolkits for creating XR digital storytelling [12]. It is also possible for a web119

page to exploit VR controllers haptics, and even track articulated hand poses (at the120

present time, as experimental feature) allowing hand tracking with supported HMDs121

(e.g. Oculus Quest) in WebXR spaces.122

Standardization of Web3D formats - glTF3 (GL Transmission Format) by Khronos123

is a royalty-free, open standard for efficient streaming and rendering of 3D models and124

scenes [13]. It minimizes the size of 3D assets and the runtime processing required to125

unpack and use them. glTF is an extensible publishing format that streamlines authoring126

workflows and interactive services by enabling the interoperable use of 3D content127

across the industry. Particularly interesting is the support to the PBR (Physically-Based128

Rendering) model, crucial within the Cultural Heritage [14] and other fields to simulate129

advanced materials at runtime by approximating the flow of light. Furthermore, Khronos130

also recently released PBR extensions4 for glTF to support volume-based absorption,131

refraction (see fig. 1, top right), and complex specular reflections to be used by diverse132

renderers, from real-time rasterization to production-class path-tracing. glTF data like133

geometry can be also compressed: Draco5 is an open-source library developed by Google134

for compressing and decompressing 3D meshes and point clouds. It is intended to135

minimize the storage and improve the transmission of 3D models over network connec-136

tions. There are several open-source tools to perform Draco compression, and built-in137

glTF exporters in 3D modeling software (like Blender) already provide compression138

options for content creators. The glTF format is rapidly spreading and is being largely139

1 https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/Web_Speech_API
2 https://immersiveweb.dev/
3 https://www.khronos.org/gltf/
4 https://www.khronos.org/blog/using-the-new-gltf-extensions-volume-index-of-refraction-and-specular
5 https://google.github.io/draco/

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/Web_Speech_API
https://immersiveweb.dev/
https://www.khronos.org/gltf/
https://www.khronos.org/blog/using-the-new-gltf-extensions-volume-index-of-refraction-and-specular
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adopted by many platforms due to its high interoperability and perspectives to address140

specific archiving challenges [15]. Several 3D modeling software tools (Blender, 3DS141

Max, Maya, etc.) as well as game engines like Unreal Engine 4 - can export directly in142

glTF (including PBR materials), thus boosting the web publishing workflow. Several143

institutions, including the Smithsonian, already published open-access 3D models using144

this standard6. Furthermore, with the latest specification, Khronos is also preparing glTF145

to be submitted for transposition to an international standard.146

Figure 1. Top row (from left to right): water bottle sample with PBR materials from Khronos
glTF samples, detail of a public domain CC0 model from Malopolska‘s Virtual Museums
(https://sketchfab.com/WirtualneMuzeaMalopolski) and support for real-time volumetric refrac-
tion and absorption (sample glTF model "Dragon" by Khronos). Bottom row: Cesium 3D Tiles
specification and NASA AMMOS open-source 3D Tiles renderer

3D Tiles is an open specification built on glTF developed by Cesium [16] for shar-147

ing, visualizing and interacting with massive heterogeneous 3D geospatial content,148

high-resolution photogrammetry datasets or BIM [17] across desktop, web, and mobile149

applications [18]. The foundation of 3D Tiles is a spatial data structure that enables150

Hierarchical Level of Detail (H-LOD) so only visible tiles are streamed and rendered,151

thus suitable to maintain interactive performances. Single tiles can also adopt Draco152

compression to further improve transmission size. 3D tiles specification for tilesets,153

associated tile formats and the associated styling specification are open formats that154

do not depend on any vendor-specific solution, technology, or products. The open155

specification is being adopted by the community outside Cesium, including NASA that156

is developing an open-source 3D tiles renderer 7 for AMMOS project (see fig. 1, bottom).157

The 3D tiles specification is also being integrated with game engines like Unreal Engine158

48 allowing interactive visualization of global high-resolution content (photogrammetry,159

terrain, imagery, and buildings), and with other open-source multi-platform 3D engines160

like O3DE (https://o3de.org/).161

Web3D presentation tools - There are several tools, libraries and platforms to162

present interactive 3D content on the Web without requiring any additional software.163

6 https://www.khronos.org/news/press/khronos-smithsonian-collaborate-to-diffuse-knowledge-for-education-research-and-creative-use
7 https://ammos.nasa.gov/
8 https://cesium.com/platform/cesium-for-unreal/

https://www.khronos.org/news/press/khronos-smithsonian-collaborate-to-diffuse-knowledge-for-education-research-and-creative-use
https://ammos.nasa.gov/
https://cesium.com/platform/cesium-for-unreal/
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One of the largest open-source libraries (also in terms of community) is Three.js9[19],164

often used also for mobile fruition [20] and natively supporting glTF format, WebXR165

and modern web standards. A-Frame (Mozilla)10 is another widespread web framework166

[21] for building 3D/AR/VR experiences on the Web: the entity-component system167

framework provides a familiar authoring tool for web developers and designers, while168

embracing modern Web standards. Model-viewer (Google) is also another open-source169

solution targeting the presentation of small 3D models for AR and VR through WebXR.170

3DHop [22] is an open-source software which allows the creation of interactive WebGL171

presentations with special focus on high-resolution 3D models targeting the CH field.172

Although at the moment, it has no support for WebXR, glTF nor PBR materials. Regard-173

ing proprietary platforms, SketchFab is a well-known solution to publish, share, discover174

3D, VR and AR content on the Web. Its viewer offers an advanced rendering system175

(including PBR model, screen-space reflections, depth-of-field, refraction and more) and176

glTF download options. Several institutions, including the British Museum, published177

collections of 3D models on SketchFab [23]. The platform is also investigating streaming178

of multi-resolution 3D models through paged hierarchical level-of-detail ("Massive"179

project). There are also other frameworks and visualization toolboxes already investigat-180

ing Web3D presentation architectures targeting CH. Resurrect3D [24], based on Three.js,181

aims to offer basic visualization and interaction capabilities, but also customizability for182

domain experts to develop specific analysis and visualization tools. Voyager (Smithso-183

nian) 11 offers material editing, relighting, measurement and annotation tools. Within184

open source 3D WebGIS, MayaArch3D12 is a virtual research environment that combines185

aspects of 2D, 3D, GIS, and archeological data into a platform.186

Creating and deploying web-applications - Regarding web-applications creation187

and deployment, a recent set of standards advocated by the Google Web Fundamentals188

group introduced features such as offline support, background synchronisation, and189

home-screen installation [25]. Such an approach is known as Progressive Web-Applications190

(PWA) that aims to offer responsive, connectivity independent, app-like, discoverable191

and linkable web-based solutions. PWAs have completely brought in a new dimension192

to mobile development, making web apps look, feel and act similar to native and hybrid193

apps [26]. Web-applications (including those dealing with interactive 3D content) can194

be deployed in local or networked contexts in order to be consumed by final users.195

Node.js13 is an open-source, cross-platform, back-end javascript runtime that allows196

to build scalable network applications [27]: it’s often employed for deploying web-197

applications, including those targeting Cultural Heritage field [24],[28],[29],[30]. It is198

common in Node.js contexts to offer also REST APIs [31] to perform server-side tasks or199

allow easy integration with external services or platforms. Furthermore, microservices200

emerged as a new architectural approach, in which distributed applications are broken201

up into small independently deployable services, each running in its own process and202

communicating through lightweight mechanisms [32]. These approaches allow us to203

design robust web-oriented frameworks with modular architectures, easily adaptable to204

a wide range of requirements and hardware (small servers up to large infrastructures)205

with the possibility to independently control service components.206

Collaborative Web3D - There is indeed a strong interest in literature for CVE (Col-207

laborative Virtual Environments) widely investigated for desktop-based applications208

[33],[34],[35]. The possibility to share the same virtual 3D space and interact with other209

people, became even more appealing during the covid-19 pandemic [36]. Most of the210

recent literature is focused on social VR [37] paradigm, which is gaining more and211

more attention on desktop-based applications. There is already a robust literature on212

9 https://threejs.org/
10 https://aframe.io/
11 https://smithsonian.github.io/dpo-voyager/
12 https://mayaarch3d.org/en/
13 https://nodejs.org/

https://threejs.org/
https://aframe.io/
https://smithsonian.github.io/dpo-voyager/
https://mayaarch3d.org/en/
https://nodejs.org/
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taxonomy [38] supporting the design of these applications, alongside user experience213

[39] and highlighting opportunities for CH [40]. Several works are also focusing on214

the importance of avatar representations [41] within social VR, and investigations re-215

lated to personal spaces [42]. Within Web3D/WebXR contexts, there are a few works216

investigating synchronous collaboration, in which multiple users access the same virtual217

(immersive) space using common web browsers [43]. The most prominent example in218

the open-source panorama is certainly Mozilla Hubs14 (based on A-Frame) that allows219

users to create online virtual meeting spaces, and it’s being used also for live workshops220

with children [44]. Recent research is also investigating multi-user collaboration through221

decentralized approaches for live coding environments in WebXR [45]. Regarding pro-222

prietary solutions, LearnBrite15 is another collaborative web-based solution focused on223

micro-learning and instructor led training, allowing to create shared immersive scenarios224

across multiple devices. From a technical perspective, real-time communications are225

typically realized through web-socket protocol [46], often adopted for creating multi-226

player WebGL games [47] and 360 social VR experiences on the web [48]. These projects227

offer valid solutions for multi-user collaboration in Web3D/WebXR virtual environ-228

ments, although not specifically targeting Cultural Heritage, and specific collaborative229

interactions/tools required for this scope.230

3. ATON Framework231

The overall design of the framework is conceived to be highly modular, in or-232

der to accommodate different scenarios and requirements of museums, institutions,233

researchers, professionals and other audiences intending to deploy interactive 3D expe-234

riences through a wide range of hardware. The ATON architecture and its components235

are the product of national and international projects, experiences and user feedback236

gathered during the last 5 years, which allowed the framework to evolve into the current237

state (version 3.0). The very first version (1.0) was developed under the ARIADNE238

European project [49] for visualization of large 3D landscapes online [50]. Regarding239

presentation layer (client-side), the framework stands on the shoulders of open-source240

3D libraries (such as Three.js) leveraging modern standards such as WebXR to present241

rich, immersive 3D experiences to final users. Service layer (server-side) stands on242

top of Node.js and several modules (Express.js, socket.io, Passport.js16 and others) to243

provide scalable network services handling 3D content streaming, user authentication,244

collaborative sessions and much more. Specific focus for ATON was placed on ease of245

deployment, scalability, interoperability, out-of-the-box tools and presentation features246

for CH stakeholders, while offering a simple but powerful API to developers.247

14 https://hubs.mozilla.com/
15 https://www2.learnbrite.com/
16 http://www.passportjs.org/

https://hubs.mozilla.com/
https://www2.learnbrite.com/
http://www.passportjs.org/
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Figure 2. Overview of the ATON Framework architecture

This section describes core modules of the framework, highlighting specific client248

and server components, as well as integration with 3D content workflows (fig. 2). De-249

ployment scenarios are first introduced in section 3.1, then data layer (collections and250

scenes) in section 3.2. Deployment of web-applications is then discussed using a plug-n-251

play approach for the architecture in section 3.3. The liquid presentation layer is then252

discussed in section 3.6, including cross-device rendering capabilities, semantic anno-253

tations and client components for interacting with 3D content. Components enabling254

collaborative sessions among remote users are discussed in section 3.7, and finally a255

built-in front-end described in section 3.8.256

3.1. Deployment Node257

We first define the Deployment Node (DN) as the virtual or physical machine where258

one instance of the ATON framework is deployed. Thanks to Node.js portability and259

network scalability, a wide range of hardware solutions can be employed as DN (see260

fig. 3, top). These range from low-cost single board computers (like a Raspberry261

Pi17), up to laptops/PCs in local networks (e.g. classrooms), up to small servers or262

large infrastructures available over internet connection, with world-wide reachability.263

Depending on requirements and specific demands, this also allows the entire framework264

to be deployed on all existing cloud services that support Node.js like Google Cloud18,265

Amazon Web Services (AWS)19, Heroku20 and many more.266

17 https://www.raspberrypi.org/
18 https://cloud.google.com/
19 https://aws.amazon.com/
20 https://www.heroku.com/

https://www.raspberrypi.org/
https://cloud.google.com/
https://aws.amazon.com/
https://www.heroku.com/
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Figure 3. Deployment hardware (top) and three different deployment scenarios (bottom)

The default setup consists in a DN delivering content (e.g. 3D models) and web-267

applications to remote consumers (users) using a multitude of different devices, through268

local or internet network connection. There are also scenarios where a DN is used also as269

presentation device (e.g. museums kiosks) thus deploying and consuming the web-app270

on the same hardware (see fig. 3, A), without any local network or internet connection271

required from the institution side. There are different services operating on a DN when272

the framework is up and running. They are designed to scale automatically with the273

DN hardware, exploiting - where available - clustering and load balancing capabilities274

offered by process managers like PM2 [51]. Such services have different roles and tasks275

including content streaming, user authentication, collaborative sessions (discussed in the276

next sections), and much more. Since a microservice model is adopted, they can be easily277

configured or independently disabled to fulfill a wide range of requirement scenarios278

(see fig. 3, bottom). A documented REST API21 allows local (or external) web-apps279

to perform different operations on the current DN: this is also specifically designed280

to facilitate integration and communication with external CH tools or services within281

federated infrastructures or projects. Describing in detail each service is out of scope for282

the paper, thus for more technical details we suggest official documentation.283

3.2. Collections and Scenes284

The framework defines an important distinction between collection and scene285

concepts.286

A collection is a set of items - including 3D models, panoramas, audio sources,287

etc. - that we intend to use to create an interactive 3D presentation or space. Formats288

of collection items within the framework must be suitable for the web (e.g. png, jpg,289

webm, mp4, mp3 - just to name a few related to multimedia content). The main adopted290

format for 3D models is glTF with Draco compression (see state of the art section). Due291

to its interoperability, such standard offers content creators smooth integrations with292

several 3D software tools and engines (like Blender, Maya, Unreal Engine 4, etc...) while293

open-source tools (e.g. Cesium tools - https://github.com/CesiumGS) can be exploited294

to automate ingestion of desktop formats into collections. For more complex items295

(e.g. massive heterogeneous 3D geospatial content, or large photogrammetry models)296

21 https://aton.ispc.cnr.it/apidoc/server/

https://aton.ispc.cnr.it/apidoc/server/
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Cesium 3D tiles open specification is adopted, thus offering smooth streaming of large297

multi-resolution items over the web (see section 2).298

A scene on the other hand, is an arrangement of collection items, exploiting hierar-299

chical organization and transformations offered by scene-graphs. A scene may indeed300

include specific viewpoints (POVs), keywords, semantics, soundscape, and much more.301

Such separation is quite common in several game-engines (e.g. Unreal Engine 4) where302

a collection of assets can be used and referenced to arrange multiple levels (scenes) in303

the project.304

Figure 4. Scenes and Collections

A scene may indeed also consist of a single item (e.g. a 3D model) exploitable for305

3D galleries of online virtual museums, with each scene corresponding to a single306

collection item. Within a DN, each scene is assigned a unique identifier (a Scene-307

ID, or "sid" for short) in the form of a string (e.g.: "e45huoj78", "demo/skyphos",308

"user3/site2/reconstruction") which can be used by any ATON-based web-app to ad-309

dress a specific published 3D scene (see fig. 4). The scene itself is stored as a compact310

JSON file (scene descriptor), similar to the svx JSON used by Voyager22. Scenes are thus311

very cheap in terms of storage (data layer) compared to collections. The JSON format312

offers direct manipulations by local ATON services, third-party services or web-based313

tools - as well as guaranteeing full extensibility. Several libraries (e.g. Three.js, Babylon.js,314

etc.) already provide import/export routines for entire scenes in their own JSON format,315

although they usually store information not required for CH scopes. ATON has the316

goal of keeping the JSON scene descriptor very light, since it targets a specific sub-317

set of features targeting Cultural Heritage (scene-graph, semantic graphs, soundscape,318

viewpoints, general scene information, etc.) that will be discussed in the next sections.319

Such an approach differs from other Web3D solutions (like SketchFab for instance)320

where the concepts of 3D model and scene overlap. The strict separation in ATON321

between scenes and collections has several advantages:322

• Re-use: the same item (3D model, panorama, audio, etc.) can be employed (and323

re-styled) in different scenes, avoiding unnecessary duplication in terms of storage324

• Update: an item (e.g. a 3D model, a panorama, etc.) can be improved by content325

creators and easily updated in the collection, automatically affecting all the scenes326

in which such item is referenced327

• Caching: in web-based scenarios, this approach allows a) to facilitate browser328

caching (e.g. when switching to different scenes referencing the same asset) and b)329

22 https://smithsonian.github.io/dpo-voyager/explorer/scene-create/

https://smithsonian.github.io/dpo-voyager/explorer/scene-create/
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to avoid duplicate client requests in the same scene (e.g. multiple instances of the330

same 3D model, like a tree)331

• Cloning: a scene can be easily cloned within the DN, maintaining a very small332

footprint in terms of storage, and allowing users to work on different copies or333

hypotheses of a 3D virtual environment334

• External references: a scene may even contain references to cross-domain sources335

(e.g. a 3D model or tileset located in another DN, or accessible through a public url)336

thus allowing the distribution of resources across multiple DNs or servers337

3.3. Web-Applications layer338

The application layer of a DN (see fig. 2) can host multiple web-applications339

(and their logic): these are consumed on demand by clients (users) who access the CH340

application (tool, 3D virtual museum, immersive experience) on their own devices,341

without any installation. The framework offers a few built-in web-apps: a basic back-end342

“Shu” (described in the next section) and an official front-end (called "Hathor") to present343

3D scenes that will be discussed in detail in section 3.8.344

The ATON architecture allows to host and deploy custom web-applications: this is345

crucial since museums, institutions, professionals, etc. may have different requirements346

in terms of user interface, 3D content presentation, semantics and much more. The347

framework thus offers developers a plug-n-play architecture where web-apps can be348

easily deployed or transferred to other DNs. Each application lives in a specific folder of349

the DN, thus enabling different integrations for developers with git repositories, sFTP,350

cloud storages, etc.351

The framework offers a basic web-app template (PWA-compliant) as a robust352

foundation to build custom, cross-device, liquid web-applications. This approach also353

avoids core components duplication (e.g. presentation modules) since each web-app has354

direct access to ATON client components and services. Each web-application possesses355

a unique ID (or "app-id") thus offering a consistent mapping within the DN of collections,356

scenes and applications. Single applications can rely on content in the app folder (e.g.357

3D models, panoramas, media content, etc.), or access centralized collections and scenes358

on the instance. The flexibility of such approach from the perspective of museums,359

institutions or professionals is that they are offered different scenarios to meet their360

needs:361

• Exploit the built-in ATON front-end (if it fulfills their requirements) and use it "as it362

is" to present 3D models and scenes to final users, without any code development363

required364

• Extend the built-in front-end with custom functionalities365

• Develop and deploy a custom web-app through the plug-and-play architecture366

3.4. Access, manage and publish content367

The framework provides a built-in authentication system that allows content cre-368

ators and publishers to access, manage and modify their own collections and scenes on369

the deployed instance. The most basic setup allows to place and organize such content370

directly in the main collection folder of the DN (e.g. 3D models, audio, panoramas, etc.).371

The framework offers a built-in lightweight, responsive back-end ("Shu") where authors,372

editors or content creators can authenticate to publish and manage 3D scenes with ease.373

The local authentication middleware is based on passport.js, allowing a fine-grained374

control on requests involving content access, modification or other tasks. Furthermore,375

passport.js middleware offers a wide range of integrations with different authentication376

strategies (Facebook, Google OAuth, and many more) thus providing a flexible and377

extensible system for more advanced back-ends.378
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Figure 5. Shu back-end. Authentication (A); private scenes gallery (B); web-applications gallery
(C); public landing page on standard browser (D) and immersive browser (E) using the Oculus
Quest 2

Shu allows authenticated users (fig. 5, A) to create online scenes with ease starting379

from their collections (or remote content) in private galleries (fig. 5, B). Authenticated380

users can then publish their scenes on the main landing page (fig. 5, D and E) with381

public access, thus allowing remote users to consume the 3D scene on every device.382

The landing page also provides a search box to filter public scenes by author, term or383

keyword, very useful to create custom galleries (e.g. collection of museum objects).384

Administrators have additional control on the instance and web-apps currently hosted385

by the framework (fig. 5, C). The standard workflow thus involves authenticated users386

to upload, manage or modify their content into collections, then arrange and publish387

a 3D scene. Several options enabling remote access to local collections and scenes are388

available, although a very flexible and comfortable solution for content creators, editors389

and publishers is the cloud integration (see assessment section). Indeed, the REST API390

and the modular structure of the framework allow the development of custom or more391

advanced back-end solutions to access and manipulate content.392

3.5. Modifying published scenes393

Once a 3D scene is published (i.e.: it has a unique ID assigned), updating or394

manipulating its items at runtime using a front-end or presenter is possible through395

proper interfaces (e.g. transforming objects, adding annotations, etc.) but making these396

changes persistent requires direct intervention on the corresponding JSON descriptor397

(see 3.2). It is quite natural to expect routines that allow authenticated users to change,398

update, annotate, fine-tune or modify their scene in a persistent manner. Scene patches399

allow client web-apps to send compact partial edits (patches) to the DN through the400

REST API in order to modify a given scene and its corresponding JSON file. Such401

approach is based on JSON patches [52], a format for describing changes to a JSON402

document, that fully suits the scene descriptors of the ATON framework.403
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Figure 6. Sample JSON patches (add node, update material) sent over time to the server to apply
partial modifications to the 3D scene descriptor

This enables authenticated clients to perform scene updates at runtime by send-404

ing over the network small patches that persistently modify the JSON file on the405

server (see fig. 6). Common examples include applying scene-graphs modifications406

(adding/removing/transforming scene nodes); adding/modifying scene description or407

semantic annotations; modifying lighting or environment and more in general, anything408

in the JSON scene descriptor. A web-application can thus provide usable interfaces409

allowing users to transparently perform such tasks and apply changes to a scene. This410

approach not only allows web-apps to perform arbitrary edits to a scene through com-411

pact JSON patches exchanged over the network, but it is also a robust approach for future412

changes involving the JSON scene descriptor, custom JSON descriptors or to modify413

other JSON files. Furthermore, the DN may easily keep track of 3D scene modifications414

performed on the descriptor by creating lightweight snapshots, also exploitable for415

instance for undo operations.416

3.6. Presentation layer417

This section focuses on the presentation side (client devices) of the ATON frame-418

work and its available components to build "liquid" web-apps, embracing modern web419

standards. There are several challenges to face for 3D presentation, that go beyond420

classics such as performance (e.g. dealing with mobile web browsers and their limited421

resources) and content streaming over the network. Among these, a big challenge is422

related to the variety of devices employed by final users. It is not only a matter of423

providing responsiveness [53] (user interface elements) for different screen sizes - but also424

dealing with different interaction models.425

3.6.1. Device profiling426

The role of the ATON profiler component is to automatically detect user device427

capabilities at the very beginning of the experience delivered through a web-app. This428

includes detection of user device built-in sensors and accessible hardware, as well as429

connection type, since specific features (such as WebXR presentation, or accessing micro-430

phone, camera, GPS, etc.) require secure connections. The main goal of such profiling is431

allowing other ATON components to automatically adapt A) the user interface (UI); B)432
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the rendering system and C) the interaction model (e.g. navigation) - to the capabilities of433

the current device (see fig. 7). This plays a crucial role into offering final users universal,434

liquid web-applications.435

Figure 7. Device classes to consume ATON content

3.6.2. Rendering system436

The core rendering system is based on Three.js (see section 2), exploiting advanced437

features offered by the open-source library for the presentation of CH objects, archaeolog-438

ical sites or generic 3D virtual environments. As previously anticipated, the interactive439

rendering fully supports the PBR model, thus providing advanced simulation of ma-440

terials and how they react to the surrounding environment. The PBR model is widely441

adopted and well-established, especially within desktop-based content creation pipelines442

targeting applied games [54],[55] and Web3D platforms like SketchFab. The workflow is443

well-defined within the glTF standard, with several properties (e.g. roughness, metal-444

ness, emissive, etc.) that - just like desktop-based pipelines - are generally encoded into445

multiple textures. Three.js PBR model is also compatible with WebXR, thus offering the446

final user a consistent simulation of the flow of light when consuming content through a447

stereoscopic device (i.e.: high-end HMDs or cardboards).448

Common Web3D solutions (like SketchFab) offer a single light-probe [56] system449

to simulate a general response of 3D model surfaces to the environment. In ATON,450

a multiple light-probe system is provided: this allows to place and arrange multiple451

light-probes in a 3D scene, thus leading to a more consistent simulation of PBR materials452

in relation to the surrounding environment. Light-probes (LP) independently capture453

their surroundings, with each mesh automatically assigned to an LP depending on prox-454

imity, following a similar policy of game engines like Unreal Engine 4. This drastically455

improves the final result, with more consistent reflections and overall illumination for456

3D items scattered across the scene (detailed discussion later in section 4.2).457
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Figure 8. A few captures from interactive 3D scenes in ATON. Top row: real-time shadows and
advanced effects (bloom, ambient occlusion); Middle row: multiple light-probes system and
PBR materials; Bottom row: depth-of-field effects, real-time volumetric refraction and absorption
(Khronos glTF extension) and multi-resolution dataset (Cesium 3D Tiles)

The lighting system also supports dynamic shadows (provided by Three.js), to458

further improve the overall quality of the presentation, from small objects (e.g. artifacts)459

up to large environments (e.g. archeological sites). ATON rendering system also supports460

dynamic pixel density, to control or fine-tune framerate on devices with poor graphics461

performances. A similar approach is employed for immersive WebXR sessions through462

the framebuffer scale factor, while WebXR open specification is currently aiming to463

embrace foveated rendering [57]. Web-applications based on ATON automatically adapt464

and fine-tune these parameters according to the profiler, in order to maintain a consistent465

framerate, or directly control them for specific requirements. These can be particularly466

useful for small museums employing low-cost or cheap GPU hardware kiosks to present467

3D items.468

3.6.3. Navigation system469

This is a central component of ATON, particularly advanced since it is designed470

to adapt to several devices ranging from mobile devices up to HMDs for immersive471

VR. Thanks to the profiler, different interaction models are offered and automatically472

adapted: on mobile devices for instance (smartphones and tablets) and touch-screens (e.g.473

museum kiosks) a multi-touch interaction is provided, while on desktop devices (laptops,474

PCs) a keyboard+mouse model is enabled. On immersive VR/AR devices, different475

interaction models are automatically enabled, depending on HMD degrees-of-freedom476

(3-DoF or 6-DoF). There are different navigation modes in ATON that can be activated,477

available depending on the typology of the user device: A) orbit mode (default); B)478

first-person mode; C) device-orientation mode; and C) immersive VR navigation mode.479
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Orbit mode is a classic navigation model offered by the vast majority of Web3D presenters:480

in ATON it offers re-targeting features (double-tap/double click on surfaces to adjust481

camera target) with smooth transitions for a good user experience. First-person mode482

allows the user to explore the environment through a common point-and-go model (see483

fig. 9, top right). If no custom constraints or interaction models are provided, eligible484

locomotion areas are determined at runtime through an algorithm similar to the one485

adopted by SketchFab, depending on surface normals. Device orientation mode (available486

on mobile devices) accesses user device built-in sensors and uses such information to487

control the virtual camera (see fig. 9, middle row): a model often used for augmented488

experiences targeting tourism [58], or the augmentation of museum displays [59]. All489

these navigation models take into account well-established and validated approaches in490

Web3D literature [60],[58] to interact with 3D content.491

Figure 9. Different navigation modes. Top row: orbit (left) and first person (right); Middle row:
device orientation mode; Bottom row: sample immersive view-aligned query/pointing on 3-DoF
devices like cardboards (bottom left) and through 6-DoF VR controllers for locomotion on high-end
HMDs (bottom right)

Regarding immersive VR, a locomotion technique based on teleport [61] is offered492

with specific transitions to minimize motion sickness [62]. Without specific constraints493

(e.g. locomotion nodes [63]) or interfaces, locomotion areas are automatically determined494

using the same approach of first-person mode. The system automatically adapts to 3-495

DoF and 6-Dof HMDs, switching pointing methods accordingly also depending on the496

presence of VR controllers (see fig. 9, bottom row). When no controllers are present497
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(e.g. cardboards) a view-aligned / gaze pointing is activated, otherwise, one of the498

VR controllers is used [64],[65]. This allows the system to seamlessly adapt to 3-DoF499

(e.g. cardboards) and 6-DoF interaction models offered by high-end HMDs (e.g. Oculus500

Quest, HTC Vive, etc.).501

Navigation system also provides structured viewpoints (or POV), which consist502

of eye location, target location and field-of-view. Particular focus was put on smooth503

transitions to guarantee a good user experience, also including field-of-view transitions.504

Furthermore, viewpoint transition requests are also correctly handled by the system505

in immersive VR modes (duration and orientation). Each POV in ATON possesses a506

specific ID, thus it can be easily recalled by a web-application, or updated in a JSON507

scene descriptor. A special POV is the home viewpoint, which - if not directly provided508

- is automatically computed by the navigation system, guaranteeing a correct initial509

location once all assets are loaded.510

The system maintains a current POV (consistent with all navigation modes) that511

can be accessed and manipulated by custom routines. One example is the application512

of navigation constraints (to limit users movements) or adoption of locomotion graphs513

(move only into specific locations of the virtual environment), depending on the applica-514

tion requirements. These features are specifically designed to quantize the navigation in515

the 3D space - where needed - for all devices.516

3.6.4. Query system517

CH-oriented Web3D applications should provide interactive methods to query the518

virtual environment during exploration or inspection tasks. This is vital for semantic519

annotations (described in the next section), measuring tools or generic inspection: inter-520

active routines are needed to perform intersections with complex or basic shapes. While521

for basic 3D models this is not particularly challenging (most Web3D libraries provide522

intersection methods with the underlying scene-graphs), several issues arise when the523

virtual environment becomes more complex or device resources are limited. For desktop-524

based web browsers, performance can be slightly impacted (small framerate drops)525

while for mobile devices and WebXR this can be devastating. The latter strictly require526

low-latency response times to deliver a consistent, smooth and acceptable experience for527

the final user while querying the space. A basic solution for Web3D/WebXR applications528

in general is to perform queries only on geometrically-simple shapes, although certain529

tasks (e.g. measuring) require intersection with more complex geometries.530
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Figure 10. Sample BVH trees in ATON (green) to accelerate 3D queries

In order to overcome these issues meshes need to be spatially indexed [66]. BVH531

(Bounding Volume Hierarchy) trees are employed in ATON (see fig. 10) to query532

complex geometries very efficiently, while maintaining high frame rates [67]. This533

solution allows web-applications to query 3D surfaces very efficiently, for different534

reasons, including navigation purposes (orbit mode re-targeting, first-person loco-535

motion), semantic annotations, measuring and spatial user interface elements. Fur-536

thermore, BVH trees can be also adopted for Cesium’ 3D Tiles (see fig. 10, bottom537

row) to improve performances of interactive queries on large multi-resolution datasets.538

Current BVH implementation in the framework is based on an open-source library (539

https://github.com/gkjohnson/three-mesh-bvh) to accelerate ray-casting routines in540

Three.js. ATON offers an interactive 3D selector (visually represented as a sphere) with a541

location and radius that can be used to perform different tasks on queried surfaces.542

3.6.5. Semantic annotations543

Interactive Web3D applications in general [68] and specifically those targeting544

Cultural Heritage have strong requirements for the annotation of 3D models [69], linking545

sub-portion of a 3D object or scene to some related information presented to final users.546

Previous research already showed the importance of separating semantics from 3D547

representations [70],[71],[72]. Having a separated semantic-graph offers great advantages548

and flexibility when dealing with different data granularity, specifically separating the549

3D rendering requirements of visible scene-graph (multi-resolution, hierarchical culling,550

cascading transformations, etc.) from semantic segmentation requirements. Building551

from previous literature, ATON adopts semantic 3D shapes as primary means to link552

information, with several advantages:553

• They can be organized hierarchically (semantic graph), thus exploiting instancing554

and cascading transformations555

• They can be produced by external 3D modeling software, semi-automatic algo-556

rithms or interactively generated by users at runtime557

• They are suitable for 3D queries performed in immersive VR/AR sessions (through558

3D intersection routines)559

• They can be exploited as base elements to build more advanced formalisms560

https://github.com/gkjohnson/three-mesh-bvh
https://github.com/gkjohnson/three-mesh-bvh
https://github.com/gkjohnson/three-mesh-bvh
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Each semantic node in ATON possesses a specific ID (e.g. "eyes", "floor01", etc.)561

with one or more children shapes, offering simple routines for web-applications to define562

their own behaviours when hovering or selecting shapes belonging to that ID. Common563

examples include showing a popup containing linked information, sliding informative564

panels, audio playback and much more.565

Figure 11. Top row: basic (spherical) annotations interactively added using current 3D selector
location and radius, with multiple shapes under the same semantic node ID (e.g.: “eyes”, top
right). Bottom row: free-form semantic annotations interactively created at runtime using multiple
surface points at different scales

Regarding user-generated shapes, the framework allows two different approaches566

for interactive annotation at runtime: 1) Basic: spherical shapes (location and radius)567

and 2) Free-form: shapes progressively built from points interactively placed on queried568

surfaces or in mid-air (convex-hull algorithm). In terms of network transmission, the569

first is indeed more compact, since a single shape can be described by 4 values (location570

coordinates + radius), while a free-form shape requires a list of 3D coordinates (4 points571

at least). Both semantic shape types can be exported into glTF or OBJ formats, directly572

using underneath ATON routines: a Web3D tool can thus provide user interfaces (UIs) to573

selectively download nodes in the semantic-graph. For specific workflows with dedicated574

UIs, such a feature allows professionals to interactively and easily create semantic shapes575

(annotations) - using mouse, fingers, stylus pens or VR controllers - and then reuse such576

shapes in other 3D modeling software.577

3.6.6. User interface blueprints and spatial UI578

Regarding user interface, ATON offers several built-in UI elements (HTML5) to boost579

the creation or prototyping of web-applications. They consist of buttons (e.g. home580

viewpoint, enter VR mode, etc.), toolbars, modal popups, etc. - with fully responsive581

support, guaranteeing a smooth, automatic adaptation to different screen sizes. They582

can be easily themed with custom CSS (cascading style sheets), while developers can583

attach custom routines to them. Furthermore, built-in elements (like buttons) work584

in combination with the profiler, enabling the creation of consistent user interfaces585

across multiple devices. A few examples are the immersive VR mode (only showing586

on secure connections and supported devices) or device-orientation navigation mode587

(only showing on mobile devices supporting this feature). The web-application can thus588

exploit these UI elements, or create their own using common HTML5 and javascript/ES6589

functionalities.590

The framework provides a built-in spatial UI (user interface elements living in591

the 3D space) specifically targeting immersive AR/VR sessions. These components592
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were designed on top of existing guidelines [73] and design patterns related to 3D user593

interfaces [1], immersive VR principles targeting education [74] and immersive UIs594

for virtual museums [75]. The spatial UI module provides developers with buttons,595

3D toolbars, labels, panels, and dynamic 3D text rendering features that allows web-596

applications to arrange interactive elements inside the scene.597

Figure 12. A few applications of spatial UI elements. Top row (from left to right): 3D toolbars
in the virtual space with custom events, multiple measurements, 3D floating labels. Bottom row
(from left to right): immersive VR hands, semantic labels (VR), wrist interfaces and immersive VR
measurements

Since they are designed as nodes, they are managed within a UI-graph, thus they598

can be freely reorganized or transformed for different purposes. A few examples involve599

arranging informative panels inside the environment, attaching floating 3D labels to600

semantic shapes or placing buttons (triggering custom events) within local or absolute601

coordinate systems. These elements are consistent with - and specifically indicated for -602

immersive VR visualization. They also allow the creation of wrist interfaces [cit M. Alger]603

for virtual hands with ease, attaching specific functionalities. A few examples are related604

to measurement in WebXR sessions, teleport to predefined locations, enabling/disabling605

temporal layers, and much more. The spatial UI component offers blueprints to build606

custom spatial interfaces, depending on the specific WebXR application requirements.607

3.7. Collaborative Sessions608

One of the main contributions of the framework is the built-in collaboration com-609

ponent, enabling remote users to access synchronous, real-time collaborative sessions610

within virtual 3D environments - using a web browser. As anticipated in the state of the611

art section, a few open-source projects are already investigating this type of solutions (see612

"Mozilla Hubs" in section 2) and due to the covid-19 pandemic, such features are even613

more desired for distance-learning and online tools for education. ATON framework614

provides a collaborative system targeting Cultural Heritage field called "VRoadcast"615

consisting of client-side and server-side components. Such contribution has the goal of616

developing a social VR layer on top of existing features described in the previous sections.617

The most adopted approach by web-based and desktop-based solutions for social VR618

(see for instance VRChat, Mozilla Hubs, etc.) is the room concept: multiple users access619

a uniquely identified virtual space where they can interact in a synchronous manner,620

also inviting other users (typically by sharing a link). Within the ATON framework this621

is a session ID - that usually corresponds to a scene ID (see section 3.2) - exploited to622

manage multiple collaborative sessions on the DN. From a technical perspective, real-623

time communications are realized through web-socket protocol, specifically exploiting624

Socket.io [76] that is widely used for the development of node.js applications which625

include real-time communications. Multiple collaborative sessions can be created on a626
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single DN (with different participants for each scene), thus depending on the scenario627

(see section 3.1), users may interact with other users in local networks (no internet628

connection required) or through an internet connection (world-wide). This allows great629

flexibility and, more importantly, no dependency on external (or proprietary) services.630

Furthermore, thanks to the microservice design (see section 2) it is possible to disable631

or independently control the service without impacting other services operating on the632

DN. The collaborative service was already employed and assessed in several online633

classrooms and workshops, with several students connecting to a public server node634

from different locations.635

Figure 13. A collaborative session with ID "m0nt3b311u" involving multiple remote users, with
different devices

In a given collaborative scene, the service allows to:636

• map in real-time other users locations and orientations in the 3D space (represented637

as basic avatars);638

• broadcast user states’ updates (e.g. username);639

• stream audio (talking through the device built-in microphone);640

• perform collaborative modifications to the scene thanks to scene patches (see section641

3.5).642

Regarding user states’ attributes that change very frequently (e.g. location, orien-643

tation) there are indeed several approaches already explored in literature to optimize644

network traffic. VRoadcast communications exploit existing design patterns, also includ-645

ing data quantization and state interpolation.646

Users in a collaborative session can indeed interact through completely different647

devices, thanks to the liquid presentation layer (see section 3.6). It is thus possible to648

collaborate together in the same 3D scene using mobile devices (smartphones/tablets),649

PC/laptops, museum kiosks or immersive VR devices (HMDs) connected to the same650

DN - without any installation required. As shown by other works and results presented651

later in this paper, it elevates the experience creating collaborative Web3D/WebXR652

spaces where users can virtually meet to discuss, while operating from remote locations.653

3.7.1. Requesting a collaborative session654

When one user requests to join a collaborative session ID, the VRoadcast service655

retrieves the session (if it already exists) or creates it. Once the request is accepted,656

the service assigns a unique ID to the user that is maintained until he/she leaves the657

session. Each user is assigned a specific color (6 cyclic colors are employed): this visually658

facilitates the identification of other participants in the 3D space. There is an upper659

bound capacity of 255 users per scene, although such quantities are hardly reached in660
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practical tests and applications (especially for simple scenes). The service takes care661

of users entering or leaving the scene, appropriately broadcasting specific messages to662

scene participants. When the last user leaves a given 3D scene, the related session is663

destroyed.664

3.7.2. Customization and extensibility665

VRoadcast provides built-in communications for transmitting user states and au-666

dio data, alongside basic messages exchanged between the DN and the clients. After667

previous assessments although, the standard set of collaborative features soon became668

a limitation for web-applications willing to define their own custom events. For in-669

stance, specific CH web-applications, applied games or tools may need to broadcast670

certain communications to other peers (e.g. toggling a node/layer, adding annotations,671

measurements, etc.). For this reason, a crucial step was to introduce in the framework672

the possibility for client applications to easily define their own network logic, enabling673

custom collaborative behaviors. This is in practice realized through a simple API to674

fire or subscribe to network events, opening endless opportunities for developers to675

define their own collaborative events with custom data exchanged in real-time within676

a 3D scene. Furthermore, since they are defined at web-applications level (client-side)677

they do not interfere with other collaborative web-applications deployed on the same678

DN. A vivid example of web-application taking advantage of the collaborative layer679

customization is the front-end "Hathor": an overview of this web-application is described680

in the next section.681

3.8. Hathor682

"Hathor" is the official, built-in front-end of the ATON framework, taking advantage683

of all the features described in the previous sections. The need for such web-application684

comes from requirements highlighted by the communities during the development of685

ATON and during previous projects and experiences. With the inclusion of Hathor,686

museums, professionals and general stakeholders, have three available scenarios with687

Hathor:688

1. They have a built-in, maintained web-application to present 3D scenes and col-689

lections with advanced features (real-time collaboration, presentation settings,690

interactive annotations, etc.) with no coding requirements or developers involved691

(use "as it is")692

2. They extend or adapt the functionalities of Hathor with little coding efforts693

3. They develop their own solution (custom web-application) on top of ATON com-694

ponents depending on specific requirements695

The main goal of the front-end is to provide a web-application to present 3D scenes to696

different users, exploiting the underneath ATON components. Hathor consumes just697

one parameter, a scene ID, to load and present the virtual environment and its associated698

data (viewpoints, semantic annotations, etc.).699
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Figure 14. Sample captures from Hathor front-end. A) sample scene presentation and basic UI;
B) layer switching; C) multiple measurements added by the user; D) HTML5 built-in editor and
vocal notes for semantic annotations; E) user-created rich HTML5 content; F) semantic shapes
export; G) sharing options; H) environment and lighting settings; I) viewpoint options

Hathor, as well as other web-apps developed on top of the ATON framework,700

is compliant with the PWA model (see section 2) thus developing a new model of701

app distribution within the mobile world, with a growing integration with the device.702

Furthermore, the front-end is compliant with the Open Graph protocol by Facebook703

(https://ogp.me/), thus providing improved sharing features when consuming 3D704

scenes, besides automatic QR-code (see fig. 14, G) and embed options. The basic interface705

(for the general public and non-authenticated users) offers basic tasks like navigation706

(viewpoints, immersive VR mode), layers control (show/hide scene-graph nodes - for707

instance switching between present and reconstruction), environment settings (dynamic708

lighting, shadows, advanced effects, etc.) and sharing options (embed interactive 3D709

view, QR-code). A built-in help is available to illustrate different functionalities and710

keyboard shortcuts, it also shows contextualized support depending on the detected711

device.712

Regarding semantic annotations (for authenticated users), it is possible to interactively713

add basic or free-form shapes on top of queried surfaces, and assign them rich HTML5714

content. This is possible through a built-in WYSIWYG23 editor (see fig. 14, D), that gives715

users complete freedom in terms of content type and complexity (formatted text, images,716

youtube videos, audio, embedded pages or generic HTML5) as seen in fig. 14, E. Authors717

and editors are presented with an easy to use interface, while rich content is stored into718

the JSON scene descriptor. It is also possible to record vocal notes assigned with specific719

semantic nodes: this is particularly indicated for scenes targeting immersive VR, where720

users query the 3D space and listen to vocal notes made by remote editors. The entire721

23 What You See Is What You Get

https://ogp.me/
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semantic-graph (imported or user-generated shapes) can be exported directly (see fig.722

14, F) from the browser (see section 3.6.5).723

Hathor offers the possibility to add multiple measurements into the 3D space, a724

feature specifically useful for CH professionals. These exploit the spatial UI offered by725

ATON to be consistent with immersive AR/VR sessions, and automatically adapt to726

different scales (see fig. 14, C).727

In order to apply scene changes at runtime (see section 3.5), Hathor provides tempo-728

rary changes (changes that do not modify the server-side JSON scene descriptor) and729

persistent changes (modifications altering the JSON descriptor). For the general public730

(without authentication on the DN) only temporary changes are possible (they are lost on731

page refresh) while editors are able to enable persistent modifications. This is particularly732

useful during collaborative sessions that do not intend to alter the original 3D scene733

setup, but rather show other participants temporary modifications (e.g. showing/hiding734

a layer, adding temporary annotations or measurements, etc.) for various purposes.735

Hathor fully exploits the collaborative components of the ATON framework (see736

section 3.7). A single button allows the user to switch between "single" and "collabora-737

tive" session, joining a specific session associated with the current scene ID. A basic chat738

panel is provided between participants, and it is possible to talk in real-time with others739

through the built-in microphone of the device (mobile, desktop PC, HMD) similarly to740

Mozilla Hubs. This is possible through a WebRTC library that allows to stream audio,741

video or screen activity as well - and broadcast them to other users in the scene.742

Figure 15. Sample collaborative sessions in Hathor with 3 users (red, yellow and green). A) User
0 (red, left view) is streaming its focus to other participants, right is yellow user view. B) User 1
(yellow) is streaming its focus, and changed lighting settings at runtime (red view left, yellow
view right). C, D) All three users perform annotations and measurement tasks at different scales

During a collaborative session, scene modifications are broadcast to participants:743

environment settings, lighting changes, semantic annotations, measurements, etc. are all744

synchronized in real-time, thanks to scene patches (see section 3.5). It is thus possible to745

collaboratively enrich the scene with semantic annotations, measurements, as well as746

switch layers, testing different lighting setups and much more. A particularly useful tool747

for collaborative CH sessions offered by Hathor is the focus streaming. It is possible for a748

participant to broadcast his/her focal point in the form of a pulsating visual 3D indicator749

on the location where he/she intends to raise attention (see fig. 15). As highlighted by750

different experiments, these features enable rich collaborative experiences, for instance751

discussing a specific 3D scene or reconstruction hypothesis, directly online, with every752

device and without any installation required for participants.753
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4. Experiments and Results754

Different components of the ATON framework and their interplay have been al-755

ready investigated and assessed by previous work during the past few years. More756

specifically: A) Framework integration with cloud architectures for publishing multi-757

resolution 3D landscapes within European infrastructures [50] and its exploitation for758

cross-device, online virtual museums [77]; B) Presentation of virtual 3D collections759

and augmentation of past museum displays on mobile devices (Capitoline Museum760

in Rome) [59]; C) Creation of applied CH games as web-applications [78],[79]; and D)761

Visual/immersive analytics architectures for remote inspection of interactive WebXR762

sessions [80],[81].763

This section thus describes and reports a selection of experiments carried out764

on different case studies, to assess novel components of the ATON framework (light-765

probing, annotations, cross-device presentation and collaborative modules) with related766

results and discussion. Each section reports results for the given case study, while a767

final discussion section (5) will overview obtained results, their interplay with the other768

framework components, and implications in a broadest context.769

4.1. Deployment Node setup770

For carrying out the experiments in the next sections, a lab server with a public IP771

and a certified domain (for secure connection) was used. The machine was equipped772

with an Intel Core i7-3820 3.6GHz and 16Gb RAM. The server was configured with a773

debian-based Linux OS and Node.js to deploy the ATON services through the PM2774

process manager (see section 3.1) in cluster mode with 4 cores (2 threads each) handling775

incoming client connections, remote requests and collaborative sessions (including users’776

states and audio streaming). The framework was configured with a few users who777

created, edited and published several 3D scenes through Shu back-end (see section778

3.4). Access to the collections was possible through an integration of data folder with779

NextCloud (https://nextcloud.com/) - on the same server - allowing users to easily and780

privately manage their content.781

4.2. Chrysippus head782

The Chrysippus of Soli is a 1st century AD bronze head (overall height of 14.5 cm)783

originally located in the library of the Forum of Peace in Rome and nowadays exposed784

permanently in the Museum of the Imperial Fora, in the near Trajan’s Markets. This785

portrait of the well-known philosopher of antiquity has a largely oxidised surface, hence786

the characteristic green colour. This work of art, well known in antiquity, was digitised787

for research applications using photogrammetric techniques in 2012 (software: Photoscan788

1.0 from Agisoft) as part of the European 3D-ICONS (3dicons-project.eu) project and789

published in the Europeana digital library (www.europeana.eu). In 2021, the dataset was790

re-processed with the current photogrammetric tools (Metashape 1.7) and re-elaborated791

according to the PBR material surface representation paradigm (see section 2). The792

model creation workflow then focused on the creation of albedo, roughness, metalness793

and normal maps with a resolution of 4096 × 4096 pixels (see Fig. 16).794

https://nextcloud.com/
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area (sqm) original tris tris n. tris/m tex res uv ratio mm/pixel
0.04 91M 50k 1.3M 4096 0.6 0.06

Table 1: Metrics of the model of Chrysippus: area expressed in sqm, number of triangles
of the original and reduced models as well as the geometrical resolution (number of tris
per meter) and the texture resolution (considering that the uv mapping uses actually just
60% of the full atlas texture).

Figure 16. Full Chrysippus 3D model workflow

The photogrammetric survey produced a model with a high geometric resolution795

(91 million polygons for an object of 14.5 cm in height). The optimisation process that796

was followed involved the creation of a simplified mesh (53k polygons) on which the797

geometric information was reported through the use of a normal map. Through the798

use of reference images of the original object, taken under different light conditions799

(grazing light, direct light, etc.) and through chromatic filtering operated on the albedo800

map, the metalness maps (the green areas are equivalent to oxidised material, while the801

remaining areas are the visible intact bronze) and the roughness maps (extraction of the802

micro-relief from the colour information contained in the albedo) were obtained. The803

albedo was obtained by means of delighting algorithms (software: Metashape de-lighter804

1.7) starting from the diffuse channel already obtained by transferring the photographs805

onto the geometry within the Metashape photogrammetry software.806

4.2.1. Results807

The PBR model made it possible to address a very hot topic in the field of virtual re-808

constructions of antiquity, namely the difference in perception of the artefacts by ancient809

versus contemporary audiences. As already mentioned, originally the Chrysippus was810

located inside the library of the Forum Pacis while it is now inside a museum case in the811

nearby museum of Trajan’s markets. The two different locations dramatically influence812

the lighting conditions and, consequently, the chromatic perception of this object (see813

Fig. 17).814

In other words, placing the same PBR model within two different scenarios (ancient815

and modern contexts) results in two different visualizations. The potential of an online816

dissemination capable of conveying these nuances opens up new communication per-817
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spectives by guaranteeing a more realistic and scientifically validated perception of an818

ancient artefact.819

Figure 17. Chrysippus model rendered using a physically, path tracing, based production renderer
(Cycles within Blender 2.93) and environment lights used: A) a spot light similar to the museum
exposition and B) a reconstructed environment (E.Demetrescu) of the Forum of Pacis.

In ATON, two different scenes were created referencing the same 3D asset "Chrysip-820

pus head" in glTF format (see section 3.2) including all PBR textures. The two scenes821

allowed to simulate different scenarios and lighting conditions, modern lighting setup822

(A) and original context (B) - see fig. 18. For the first scene (A), a black background and a823

directional light were used to simulate the spot used to illuminate the bronze head in the824

Museum. For the second scene (B), an HDR panorama of the Forum Pacis was employed825

to simulate original lighting conditions.826
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Figure 18. Interactive visualization in ATON of the same item using two different environments
and lighting setups

A different setup with tinted panels was also created to assess multiple light-probes827

(see section 3.6.2) arranged in a 3D scene with 3 instances of the Chrysippus head. Four828

light-probes per instance (a total of 12) were placed in the 3D scene (see fig. 19, top) in829

order to simulate local reflections and illumination. As shown in fig. 19 (middle) the three830

instances react consistently to their surroundings (tinted panels), thanks to light-probes831

capturing local details and applying them to associated 3D meshes and their PBR model.832

The testbed (publicly accessible on https://aton.ispc.cnr.it/examples/lightprobes/) also833

allows to switch individual sections and panels at runtime, to prove how these elements834

affect local reflections and illumination. It is shown for instance in fig. 19 (bottom) how835

hiding or showing the white panel affects the back lighting on the 3 heads (and reflective836

spheres).837

https://aton.ispc.cnr.it/examples/lightprobes/
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Figure 19. A different setup to assess multiple light-probes on 3 instances of the 3D model

4.3. The roman villa of Aiano838

The Roman villa of Aiano is an Italian archaeological site in Tuscany, close to San839

Gimignano and its remains date back between the end of the 3rd and the 7th century840

A.D. Since 2005 the villa has been excavated by an Italian-Belgian mission coordinated841

by the UCLouvain as part of the international project "VII Regio. The Elsa Valley during842

Roman Age and Late Antiquity" [82]. During the research, a 3D model of the so-called843

trefoil hall was performed in collaboration with the ISPC-CNR in order to simulate a844

possible reconstruction of the archaeological remains, characterised by monumental845

architecture and decorations, and, above all, to better understand the architectural846

evolution phases of the hall. Three different model have been produced: 1) a digital847

replica model of the site in its current state of preservation, obtained with image-based848

modelling techniques; 2) a schematic semantic model which allows to query information849

and sources used in the reconstructive process and visualise level of certainty using850

different colour coding to distinguish extant structures from virtual reconstruction; 3)851

a realistic virtual reconstruction which simulates the building in its formal unity and852

in its hypothetical aspect at the end of the 4th century A.D., to improve legibility of853

the hall [83]. The digital replica model was exported in glTF format in order to assess854

vocal annotations offered by Hathor (see section 3.8) by means of semantic shapes on an855

ATON scene.856

Different vocal notes have been recorded and associated with semantic shapes,857

placed on specific points of interest like architectural decorations or structures. Figure 20858
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shows an example of this workflow: the Western apse of the hall shows an opus signinum859

floor decoration in which the tesserae form the image of a vase (Kantaros). Using the860

free-form shape annotation tool, the area of the apse was drawn. Then, a vocal note, in861

which the peculiarities of the floor decoration are highlighted, has been recorded using862

the built-in PC microphone.863

Figure 20. Top row: vocal annotation workflow: free-form shape annotation of the floor decoration,
new annotation ID and voice recording. Bottom row: the Aiano 3D scene with audio playback on
user activation of annotated areas, from PC and HMD (Oculus Quest) using VR controllers

4.3.1. Results864

The identified area for the experiment was segmented in 16 blocks for the reality865

based layer (modern), in addition to the reconstruction layer (semi-transparent volumes)866

on top (see fig. 20, bottom left). The blocks (obj format) and referenced textures were867

converted to the glTF format with Draco compression for geometries, populating the868

cloud collection in order to assemble the scene. As shown in table 2 Draco compression869

provided by Cesium tools (https://github.com/CesiumGS/gltf-pipeline) was partic-870

ularly effective on original obj size (106Mb compressed in 2.43Mb) using compression871

level = 4.872

layer tris n. textures n. texture res. geom (OBJ) geom (Draco)
Modern (RB) 854k 57 2048 106Mb 2.43Mb
Reconstruction 81k 0 - 8Mb 7Kb

Table 2: Metrics about the 3D assets referenced in the scene (identified area for the
experiment)

After the creation and publication of the 3D scene on the server, the entire annotation873

workflow was carried out autonomously by an authenticated researcher directly through874

Hathor front-end, using a web browser. First, scene cloning (see section 3.2) allowed875

the researcher to duplicate the original 3D scene (available at https://aton.ispc.cnr.it/s/876

vhlab/demo/aiano) for the experiment, thus reusing the same assets in a different scene877

(with a different scene ID). On the new scene, the time spent to annotate 5 different areas878

using the free-form annotation tool (see fig. 20) was around 6 minutes, using mouse and879

keyboard on a desktop PC equipped with a NVIDIA GTX 980 GPU.880

Once edited, the 3D scene including voice annotations was accessed using different881

devices (PC, mobile smartphone and tablet, HMD) recording average fps for 4 minutes.882

In order to assess cross-device presentation features, the same 3D scene was accessed and883

consumed by mobile devices (android smartphone and tablet) and one HMD (Oculus884

https://aton.ispc.cnr.it/s/vhlab/demo/aiano
https://aton.ispc.cnr.it/s/vhlab/demo/aiano
https://aton.ispc.cnr.it/s/vhlab/demo/aiano
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Quest 2). All devices allowed a group of 6 people to explore and query annotated areas885

(see section 3.6.5) at interactive framerates (as reported in table 3) and listen to vocal886

notes created by the researcher. For Oculus Quest HMDs the official Oculus browser887

was used, while other devices adopted Chrome.888

Device OS GPU avg. FPS
Honor v10 (smartphone) Android 9.0 Mali-G51 56.3
Huawei MediaPad M5 (tablet) Android 8.0 Mali-G71 54.2
Apple iPhone 12 (smartphone) iOS Apple GPU 49.7
PC (workstation) Windows 10 NVIDIA GTX 980 59.9
Oculus Quest v1 (HMD) based on Android Adreno 540 66.4
Oculus Quest v2 (HMD) based on Android Adreno 650 72.1

Table 3: Average framerates (4 minutes) for each device

4.4. The Forum of Nora889

The roman forum of Nora constitutes the case study of a doctoral project in progress890

at the Cultural Heritage Department of the University of Padua on behalf of the author891

of this paragraph. The project aims to propose a 3D reconstruction of the entire forum892

by following the Extended Matrix (EM) approach [84]. The research purpose consisted893

of improving the general comprehension of the archaeological remains of the context894

and creating an online 3D scene accessible on the web. The site of Nora is located on a895

peninsula on the southwestern coast of Sardinia, about 30 km southwest of Cagliari. The896

forum, the ancient roman square used as case study for this work, occupies an area of897

approximately 3500 sqm (including its annexes) in the eastern sector of the ancient city898

[85].899

In order to assess collaborative features offered by the framework, we present in900

this section outcomes from a multi-user session where 11 users accessed the same 3D901

scene online, from different physical locations and with different devices. The main902

goal was to share with multiple participants a guided tour of the 3D reconstruction of903

the roman forum of Nora, using Hathor front-end (see section 3.8). The tests aimed to904

assess the collaborative service during a multi-user session and also to collect a general905

feedback of the experience. During the tour users had the possibility to freely explore906

the scene and, most importantly, to interact with each other using their voice and other907

tools.908

The virtual scene was composed by 3D models organized in 5 layers ("Contempo-909

rary", "Period IV", "Period IV rec", "Period V", "Period V rec"). The first layer, the base910

from which the 3D reconstructive proposal was then realized, represents the photogram-911

metric model of the area (Contemporary layer). The additional 4 layers correspond to912

the extant archaeological remains ("Period IV": red, and "Period V": blue), dealing with913

the two chronological phases analyzed with the project, and their virtual reconstruction914

("Period IV rec": light red, and "Period V rec": light blue). The entire reconstructive915

proposal of the forum was carried out by using both archaeological, geometric and916

bibliographic data arranged and linked together following the EM approach. This917

method allows to map and visually represent the reconstructive process behind a virtual918

reconstruction of an archaeological context. With the exception of the contemporary919

layer, a semi-transparent material was used for the volumes of the additional 4 layers.920
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Figure 21. Captures from the collaborative session using a web browser. A) Participants enter the
session and gather as the virtual guide (red) starts the explanation; B) The guide progressively
activates reconstruction layers (semi-transparent volumes) and uses focus streaming to raise
attention on specific hotspots; C) virtual discussion phases; D) The 3D scene with all layers
activated

The test consisted in a virtual tour of the forum (see fig. 21) carried out by a guide921

(one of the users) in the reconstructive proposal, with different collaborative tools offered922

by Hathor available to participants. Before starting the tour, “navigation modes” (see923

section 3.6.3) and collaborative tools were introduced to participants to provide all924

the basics, with a "virtual guide" leading the tour in the 3D scene. Hathor offers the925

ability to enable persistent changes to the scene (see section 3.8), thus allowing both the926
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guide and all the users to perform modifications in a synchronous manner. During the927

visit, both basic (spherical) and complex (free-form) annotation shapes were used to928

record information on the scene. The virtual guide employed basic annotations to signal929

the different reconstructed structures (temple, monumental accesses, basilica, curia).930

Annotated content was also enriched with images and other HTML5 media, with the931

intent of creating rich points of interest. For instance, to improve the understanding of932

the archaeological area from both a topographical and chronological perspective, basic933

annotations were created in the center of the forum with the reconstructive plan of the934

context. A similar annotation was placed as well inside the Basilica and enriched with935

images in order to provide further information on the mosaic floor. Complex annotations936

instead, were used to highlight structures, specific scene portions or areas. Furthermore,937

during the tour, the focus streaming feature (see section 3.8) was also employed by the938

virtual guide with different radii to point or raise the attention on details and areas while939

describing them. All the participants had the possibility to personally experiment the940

use of these tools (annotation, focus, layers and lighting) during the visit. This solution941

enabled a consistent interaction between them and the virtual guide. At the end of the942

tour, a questionnaire was administered to the participants: we report the outcomes from943

this survey to support the evaluation of the collaborative session.944

4.4.1. Results945

At the end of the collaborative session within the reconstructive proposal of the946

forum of Nora, statistics from the questionnaire and suggestions reported by users, were947

collected. In this section, the outcomes of this general evaluation of the service will948

be discussed. In particular, we focused on users locations, devices (hardware) used,949

collaborative features used including audio (talk) and overall feedback.950

Figure 22. Nora collaborative experiment results

Geographical distribution. Most of the participants (90%) connected from Italy,951

one from Belgium. Within the Italian territory, 5 users were located in northern Italy and952

3 in the center, with the server node (DN) located in Rome.953

Hardware and software. The collaborative session was experienced from 3 different954

classes of devices: PC (56%), laptop (33%) and mobile smartphone (11%). Windows and955

Mac-OS were equally distributed as main OSes in 8 devices. With the exception of the956

mobile device (android smartphone), all the other devices employed Google Chrome to957

interact with the 3D scene.958

Collaborative tools. During the session a few collaborative tools were introduced to959

users: 1) dynamic lighting; 2) focus pointer streaming; 3) layer switch; 4) basic (spherical)960

annotation; 5) free-form annotation. At the end of the session, users were invited to rank961
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all the tools used from the most to the least useful. Users with mobile devices did not962

have the possibility to annotate on the scene (by design), thus this feature was evaluated963

by 8 users only. Outcomes revealed that the focus pointer was rated by participants as the964

most useful (31%), followed by free-form annotation (30%) and basic annotation tools965

(28%).966

Audio quality. Throughout the virtual tour, communications were mainly made967

through voice. Thanks to the microphone of their devices, users easily spoke to each968

other as they were effectively visiting the site as in real life. Despite the presence of969

a limited delay, the audio quality was rated as good (45%) and very good (44%). A970

few users however, disagreed with the use of spatialized audio as it was perceived as971

uncomfortable.972

Usefulness. Overall, the whole group of participants involved in the tour appreci-973

ated the collaborative session. From their personal experience most of them (66%) would974

use this online service for research purposes (for example, team collaboration). Others975

(44%) believe this service is also a useful instrument for education (virtual tours) and976

teaching (as a support during the lessons).977

In general, all users appreciated the collaborative session: all of them agreed on978

the advantage of the experience being completely online, without the need for the979

installation of any external software. Some users disliked the use of spatialized audio980

for talking avatars, and also with the visual presence of avatar’s heads. For the latter,981

they proposed an option to hide/show avatars’ heads - excluding the virtual guide,982

considered as a reference point during the tour.983

5. Discussion984

This section presents an overall discussion drawn from the case studies and in-985

volved components employed during the experiments.986

In terms of architecture, experiments in this paper (section 4) and previous works987

adopting the framework, highlighted the adaptability and responsiveness of both client988

and server components. On the presentation side, ATON profiler and scalable rendering989

system (see section 3.6.2) guarantee a responsive, universal and liquid consumption of990

3D content on the web, ranging from mobile devices, PC, museum kiosks and 3-DoF or991

6-DoF HMDs for immersive VR (e.g. Oculus Quest) which all reported interactive fram-992

erates. For instance the Aiano experiment (see section 4.3), did show how a published 3D993

scene in ATON can be consumed and queried interactively on a wide range of devices.994

Furthermore, the adoption of a physically-based rendering (PBR) model, the light-probing995

system offered by ATON and the glTF standard, as highlighted by the Chrysippus case996

study (section 4.2), allow to better simulate the 3D object material properties in relation997

to the surrounding environment and with drastically different lighting conditions. The998

introduction of the digital replication concept among tools used by CH sciences responds999

to the need to go beyond the documentation of geometry and diffuse colour to include1000

the material characteristics of artefacts (how surface features react to light). In other1001

words, with digital replication, there was a need for a formalism that could describe the1002

surface material in a compact and simple way so as to make available a visual substitute1003

for the original object. The metaphor of the PBR, now an industry standard, responds1004

perfectly to this need, allowing, in addition, to transform the digital assets of Cultural1005

Heritage into reusable assets for the creative industry. The greatest challenge related1006

to the PBR metaphor is the lack of a universal workflow in the literature for creating1007

roughness and metalness maps for three-dimensional objects. In general, roughness1008

maps are obtained by [86]:1009

• painting them directly using 2D applications (Photoshop, Krita, Gimp, Blender,1010

Zbrush, Substance Painter, ...);1011

• generating them from photographs (Substance B2M, Quixel, ...);1012

• generating them from procedural materials (Substance Designer, Blender, 3DMax,1013

Maya, ...).1014
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Acquiring the roughness value of a surface from real world data is possible: there1015

are instruments such as box scanners for PBR materials, although they are currently1016

designed to acquire flat surfaces. Creating roughness maps for 3D models requires1017

semi-automatic approaches based on features extraction from images and specific skills1018

in both CH and Computer Graphics in order to perform fine-tuning by comparison with1019

real photos taken under different lighting conditions. Moreover, PBR models are also1020

useful within Augmented Reality WebXR sessions [87], where lighting information can be1021

estimated from the real world [88] creating a more consistent AR presentation and visual1022

appearance (see fig. 23, A). The glTF standard including PBR materials moreover, is1023

well supported on several software tools and game engines (like aforementioned Unreal1024

Engine 4) allowing pipelines that directly export PBR assets to the web (see fig. 23, B).1025

Regarding Web3D rendering, Three.js (and other similar open-source libraries)1026

allow more advanced effects targeting interactive presentation on the web, like Screen-1027

Space Reflections (SSR) already adopted in proprietary platforms like SketchFab, or Ground1028

Truth Ambient Occlusion (GTAO) [89], although introducing additional costs in terms of1029

performance. Large open-source libraries like Three.js with active communities allow1030

indeed to create a robust foundation for ATON, including custom visualization models1031

(e.g. through the use of shaders) targeting the Cultural Heritage field, like real-time1032

cross-sections or virtual lenses [67], slope gradients, outlines, etc. It also creates a friendly1033

development environment for those who already employed or studied such well-known1034

library for different Web3D projects, thus facilitating adoption of the framework.1035

Figure 23. A) AR Presentation of a 3D scene; B) A PBR asset directly exported from Unreal Engine
4; C) A 3D scene referencing an external 3D model from Smithsonian CC0 collection; D) Inline
copyright from glTF; E) Workload distribution among available cores; F) Instance content statistics

The decoupling of collections and scenes (see section 3.2) highlighted several ad-1036

vantages in terms of organization and reuse of existing assets for online publication1037

(3D models, panoramic content, etc.). Both scenes and collections are assigned unique1038

IDs within a given ATON instance, thus allowing to uniquely address these resources1039

for public (or local) dissemination. The scene cloning was particularly useful to test1040

different arrangements, hypotheses or lighting setups referencing the same resources1041

(see sections 4.2 and 4.3). The lightweight scene descriptor (JSON) also easily allows1042

versioning approaches on the server node, for instance to provide snapshot capabilities to1043

client web-applications for a given 3D scene. Furthermore, the scene descriptor proved1044

to be a powerful approach to reference hybrid content from local and remote collections,1045

including public resources (for instance the open-access CC0 Smithsonian 3D models1046

collection in glTF - see fig. 23, C). This also allows to reference assets across different1047
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ATON servers in order to distribute content in multiple infrastructure nodes, where1048

needed. Regarding referenced 3D items in scenes moreover, since the glTF format is1049

highly extensible, it already allowed an initial support for inline copyright data (when1050

present): these fields are already provided in glTF models published by SketchFab and1051

many others, and the topic is indeed actively discussed in glTF communities. These1052

fields are automatically recognised and extracted by ATON loading routines (see fig. 23,1053

D), with copyright information such as author, license, source, etc. that can be presented1054

(e.g. in Hathor) to final users.1055

Regarding interactive semantic annotation workflow for 3D scenes (see section1056

3.6.5), Aiano case study showed how easily a researcher can annotate different areas1057

(section 4.3) using tools offered by the framework, but also highlighted a few interesting1058

aspects. Besides the obvious outcomes in dissemination, such an approach has interest-1059

ing practical implications in the scientific field regarding ATON front-ends like Hathor.1060

Such tools can be easily used to study and discuss with other remote researchers, who1061

autonomously (and without any expertise in 3D modeling) can add personal interpre-1062

tations and spatialized annotations, directly editable into the 3D scene. Furthermore1063

semantic 3D shape approach adopted in the architecture provides all the building blocks1064

to create more sophisticated applications for professionals, supporting advanced seman-1065

tic formalisms targeting CH, like the Extended Matrix [84] and the resulting EMviq tool24
1066

based on ATON, developed under SSHOC european project.1067

The Node.js ecosystem and microservice design of the framework (see section 3.1)1068

on the other hand, guarantee maximum scalability in terms of deployment - ranging1069

from low-cost hardware (such as single-board computers like Raspberry Pi) up to large1070

national or international infrastructures. Regarding the experiments in this paper (see1071

section 4) for instance, the memory footprint on the configured DN was fairly compact for1072

each microservice, regularly in the 40-100 Mb range. When using more advanced server1073

hardware, process managers such as PM2 (see section 3.1) allow to distribute workload1074

among available cores (see fig. 23, E). In order to enable an advanced integration with1075

users’ mobile hardware and sensors (like microphone, camera, compass, gyroscope,1076

etc.) a further step is indeed required to certificate (SSL) the server node or DN. This is1077

also now mandatory for WebXR sessions (AR and VR), and possibly for accessing other1078

device hardware in the near future.1079

A few instances of the framework are already deployed and publicly accessible1080

(such as https://aton.ispc.cnr.it/), used by different institutions, researchers and pro-1081

fessionals. The framework will be soon deployed also on different nodes of the E-RIHS1082

European infrastructure [90] (http://www.e-rihs.it/). In particular, the features of-1083

fered by the framework and the plug-n-play architecture of web-apps (see section 3.3)1084

are already allowing a few projects (e.g. "H2O" by free University of Bolzano [79]) to1085

switch from game engines like Unity to ATON, to deploy immersive gaming experiences1086

directly on the web, without any installation required.1087

The collaborative module (client and server components - see section 3.7) proved its1088

effectiveness for the enrichment of the online 3D experience. It was already employed in1089

several online courses and workshops with students connecting from remote locations1090

during the covid-19 pandemic, and also for private meetings discussing the framework1091

itself. Regarding the Nora case study (section 4.4), participants clearly appreciated1092

the collaborative session and the tools offered by Hathor (see section 3.8) without any1093

installation required on their devices. Besides collaborative annotation and dynamic1094

lighting, specific tools developed for the CH field like focus streaming - to point or raise1095

the attention on specific locations or areas - proved to be extremely effective for teaching1096

in a multi-user 3D space. The virtual tour model also - as already proven by previous1097

literature - highlighted the importance of a professional (virtual guide) describing a1098

specific 3D reconstruction or hypothesis, as well as the "being there together" aspect,1099

24 http://osiris.itabc.cnr.it/scenebaker/index.php/projects/emviq/

https://aton.ispc.cnr.it/
http://osiris.itabc.cnr.it/scenebaker/index.php/projects/emviq/
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especially valuable during the covid-19 pandemic. Compared to other open-source1100

solutions, ATON is one of the few to offer built-in collaborative features specifically1101

designed for the Cultural Heritage field, accessible from every device. Furthermore,1102

the API allows custom web-applications to easily develop their own collaborative logic1103

(see section 3.7.2), offering developers huge flexibility to craft powerful multi-user1104

web-applications.1105

6. Conclusions1106

ATON is an open-source framework born in 2016: during the last few years it1107

has grown into a rich, modular and flexible tool to craft powerful Web3D and WebXR1108

applications for Cultural Heritage (3D presenters, inspection tools, applied games,1109

collaborative teaching tools, etc.) that can be consumed on every device, from mobile1110

up to head-mounted displays (HMDs). In this paper we describe the ATON framework1111

architecture and its components, while presenting and assessing novel features, besides1112

components already investigated in previous works. The framework was employed in1113

several national and international projects that already exploited several components1114

of the architecture, but more importantly, provided crucial feedback to evolve the1115

framework itself.1116

The entire ATON framework is designed around modern and robust web standards,1117

open specifications and large open-source libraries. The framework fully embraces1118

the WebXR specification, which has become the standard to present 3D content on1119

AR and VR devices through a web browser, with growing adoption by several online1120

solutions. This enables web-applications crafted on top of ATON to be consumed1121

on HMDs and AR devices, automatically adapting interaction models and interfaces.1122

The adoption of Khronos glTF standard for 3D content delivery guarantees maximum1123

flexibility, exchange, customization, durability, reuse and improved workflow due to1124

its growing adoption. Within the framework special attention is given to advanced1125

materials representation, thanks to the exploitation of a physically-based rendering (PBR)1126

model that meets the 3D presentation requirements of the Heritage Science fields. The1127

adoption of Cesium 3D Tiles OGC standard on the other hand, guarantees a robust1128

streaming on all devices for massive multi-resolution datasets (photogrammetry, 3D1129

buildings, BIM/CAD, instanced features, and point clouds) referenced in published1130

3D scenes. The framework provides built-in support for such standard, and thanks1131

to international collaborations and community support, it already offers support for1132

WebXR sessions that will be discussed in a separate paper.1133

ATON is designed to host and deploy multiple web-applications on the same1134

instance leveraging on framework components (see section 3.3): the adopted plug-n-1135

play architecture offers developers maximum flexibility and customization in terms of1136

application logic and user interface. Furthermore, ATON web-apps adopt the PWA1137

model (a set of standards developed by the Google Web Fundamentals group) aiming to1138

offer responsive, app-like, discoverable and linkable web-based solutions. In the paper1139

we specifically presented and discussed "Hathor" (the official ATON front-end) and what1140

it offers "out of the box" in terms of features and tools for CH professionals, researchers1141

and institutions.1142

The framework offers built-in components (server and client side) for collaborative,1143

synchronous interactions among users. Special focus was given to the design of these1144

components in order to provide developers with an extensible system to craft their own1145

multi-user logic for web-apps. These features allow to elevate the online 3D experience1146

from single to multi-user, opening incredible opportunities for the Cultural Heritage1147

field in terms of teaching, virtual discussion spaces, collaborative tools or multi-user1148

applied 3D gaming.1149

From a deployment perspective, the adoption of Node.js ecosystem guarantees1150

high scalability for the framework on single-board computers, laptops, small servers1151

and large infrastructures like E-RIHS [90]. Furthermore, several existing solutions like1152
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Google Cloud, Amazon Web Services (AWS), Heroku (and much more) can be adopted,1153

thus offering a wide range of options to CH institutions and professionals to disseminate1154

Web3D/WebXR applications and 3D content on the web. The framework REST API1155

provides a robust interface for integration with external services and platforms within1156

the Heritage Sciences domain.1157

During the last few years ATON was also exploited as research playground to1158

implement and investigate interaction techniques (like Temporal Lensing [67]), tools to1159

inspect 4D virtual environments enriched with Graph-DBs [72] and other topics related1160

to 3D visualization and interaction for CH, thus becoming a web-based "open lab".1161

As already highlighted in previous works [91], transforming a research tool into a1162

product usable by the heterogeneous CH community is not an easy task, and a signifi-1163

cant amount of resources is required. Community around the latest release of ATON1164

is progressively building up and more developers and institutions are embracing the1165

framework to create interactive 3D experiences, basic 3D presenters for museum collec-1166

tions, applied VR games and CH tools on the web. Current architecture design allows1167

to distribute services in multiple deployment nodes: we plan to carry out extensive1168

and in-depth assessments on services federation and their interplay with existing in-1169

frastructures and platforms. An in-depth assessment will be indeed carried out on1170

the presentation features for massive 3D datasets offered by the framework, following1171

(and possibly contributing to) the Cesium 3D Tiles specification. A few international1172

collaborations are also allowing to develop new processing tools and services targeting1173

this OGC standard. Regarding user interface (UI) and user experience (UX), it will be1174

crucial to involve more content creators in order to improve or add editing tools, and1175

on the other hand users/institutions to improve UI elements and their versatility to the1176

different types of scenarios. We plan indeed an in-depth assessment specifically targeting1177

Hathor front-end - and more in general ATON UI elements - that will be addressed in a1178

separate paper.1179
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:1203

1204

HMD Head-mounted display
3-Dof, 6-DoF 3 and 6 Degrees of Freedom for HMDs and VR controllers
PBR Physically-based rendering
BVH Bounding Volume Hierarchy
POV Point of view (or viewpoint)
FPS Frames per second
PWA Progressive Web Application
CH Cultural Heritage
DN Deployment Node
API Application Programming Interface
UE4 Unreal Engine 4 (game engine)
SBC Single-board computer

1205
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